2018-2019 AP English Literature Summer Work
Welcome to AP English 12. The reading and assignments you complete this summer will introduce you
to our work this year. They will also help strengthen your skills and stimulate your mind. I encourage
you to start early and maintain a reading schedule.
If you have summer events (Governor’s School or fabulous vacations) scheduled, plan ahead.
Summer work is made available in May, so you might have to complete some of it before you leave for
your camps, trips, etc. There are no extensions, so please don’t ask. All work is due on the first day
of school. Late work will start at a possible 70% grade.
Students new to Collierville High School: If you registered during the summer, you will have six
weeks from your registration date to complete the summer work. Your first priorities should be to read
the required novel (Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein) and write the Common Application essay.
This summer you have four assignments:
1. Print, read and annotate 10 poems from the list provided
2. Read either Slaughterhouse Five or The Things They Carried and fill out a Major Works Data
Sheet (MWDS)
3. Read Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein and prepare for a quiz on the second day of school
4. Type a Common Application College Admissions Essay (550-650 words)
Questions? Contact either:
Mr. Campbell at tcampbell@colliervilleschools.org
Ms. Newman at snewman@colliervilleschools.org

2018-2019 AP English Literature Summer Work
Assignment #1: Poetry
Due: The first day of school
Often students cringe when they learn that a major focus of this course is poetry. As children most of you loved poetry,
reciting nursery rhymes, reading Shel Silverstein, and chanting limericks. What happened? I don’t have the answer, but one
of my goals this year will be to rekindle your enthusiasm for and appreciation of poetry.
Laurence Perrine suggests, “People have read poetry or listened to it or recited it because they liked it, because it gave them
enjoyment. But this is not the whole answer. Poetry in all ages has been regarded as important, not simply as one of several
alternative forms of amusement, as one person might choose bowling, another chess, and another poetry. Rather, it has been
regarded as something central to existence, something having unique value to the fully realized life, something that we are
better off for having and without which we are spiritually impoverished.”
John Ciardi writes, “Everyone who has an emotion and a language knows something about poetry. Poetry, after all, is about
life. Anyone who is alive and conscious must have some information about it.”

Assignment:
Wilfred Owen, “Dulce et Decorum Est”
Anne Bradstreet, “To My Dear and Loving Husband”
Emily Dickinson, “The Last Night that She lived”
Emily Dickinson, “I’m ceded- I’ve stopped being Theirs”
Emily Dickinson, “The Soul selects her own Society”
Emily Dickinson, “I heard a Fly buzz- when I died”
Emily Dickinson, “Because I could not stop for Death”
Emily Dickinson, “I died for beauty”
Robert Frost, “Acquainted with the Night”
Robert Frost, “Mending Wall”
Robert Frost, “Neither Out Far nor In Deep”
Langston Hughes, “Negro”
Langston Hughes, “Dream Variations”
Langston Hughes, “Theme for English B”
e. e. cummings, “in just-”
e. e. cummings, “since feeling is first”
e. e. cummings, “Buffalo Bill’s defunct”
e. e. Cummings, “next to god of course america i”
Allen Ginsberg, “A Supermarket in America”
Claude McKay, “America”
William Carlos Williams, “The Red Wheelbarrow”
Matthew Arnold, “Dover Beach”
John Donne, “Death, be not proud”
Elizabeth Bishop “One Art”
Elizabeth Barrett Browning, “Grief”
Lucille Clifton, “good times”
Lucille Clifton, “Homage to My Hips”
Stephen Crane, “War is Kind”
Randall Jarrell, “The Death of the Ball Turret Gunner”
Nikki Giovanni, “Mothers”
Frank O’Hara, “Having a Coke with you”
Frank O’Hara, “Why I am Not a Painter”
Sylvia Plath, “Daddy”
Linda Pastan, “The Happiest Day”
Billy Collins, “Passengers”
Billy Collins, “The Parade”
Stevie Smith, “Not Waving but Drowning”
Mark Doty, “Tiara”
Pablo Neruda, “Ode to My Socks”

Choose ten poems from the list below to print out or
photocopy and annotate. All of these poems are widely
available online and in anthologies. Look at the example to
see what annotation should look like.
A word about annotation: Annotation does not mean
blindly writing down random comments in the margins
or listing poetic devices with no meaning attached to
them. Annotation means having a dialogue with the text and
reading actively. Fill the margins around the poems with
your thoughts.

Annotation could and should include:

•
Knowing the vocabulary of a poem. Look up words
you
don’t know. Define them.
•
Write out questions regarding the language or
content of the poem.
•
What does the title mean? How does it relate to the
poem?
•
Catalogue your insights as you read- what struck
you as you read? What associations does the poem bring
up? Why? What led you there?
•
Who is the speaker? What is the speaker like?
What is the situation? Who is the audience? How do you
know?
•
What poetic devices seem important to the poem’s
big ideas? What effect do these devices have?
•
What are the most important or interesting words?
Why?
•
Is there a rhythm? Is it even important? Look for
patterns. What about sound devices (alliteration,
onomatopoeia, assonance, consonance)? Punctuation?
Figures of speech: simile, metaphor, personification,
apostrophe, allusion, symbol?
•
What is the tone? How and where does it change?
Where are the major shifts in the poem? Shifts from what to
what?
•
What is the poet trying to say through this poem?
What are some of the big ideas?
•
What remains ambiguous? Unsaid? Unanswered?

Once you have written down all of these thoughts, there will be very little room left on the page. You annotations should be
unique to you. See the example and read over the grading rubric.

Do not:
Do not spend time and space writing about how you could not understand the poem no matter how you tried. Do not complain
about the poem. Do not spend your whole annotation asking questions about it, without providing any interpretation on your
part. Naturally, I do not expect you to like all the poems, but if you dislike a poem because of its content or style, then choose a
different poem to annotate. Also, while I am asking you to find these poems in books or on the internet, I am not interested in
what someone on the internet thinks about the poems. I’m interested in what you think. Ideas and annotations copied from or
influenced by the internet will result in a zero and a disciplinary referral to an administrator. Just don’t go there.

Poetry Annotations Grading Rubric
.

Grade

Great! 20/20

Good (18/20)

Sort of (15/20)

Needs work

Requirements

10 poems are printed
out, each on its own full
page, and the student
has thorough
handwritten annotations
on each of them. Very
little white space
remains on each page.
Each entire poem is
marked up- and each
word underlined or
circled has thoughts
next to it.
Annotations reflect the
points on the
instructions. It is obvious
that you were reading
the poem actively and
did not complete these
annotations in a rush at
the last minute.
Annotations are
detailed and show your
thinking through the
poem.

10 poems are
printed out, each on
its own page, and
student has
handwritten
annotations on
them. Some are
annotated more
than others.
Some white space
remains on the
paper.
The poems are
mostly marked up,
but some parts of
the poems seem
overlooked.
Annotations reflect
the points on the
instructions. It is
obvious that the
student was reading
the poem actively.

10 poems are
printed out and
student has
handwritten
annotations on
them. Some
poems are
annotated much
more than others.
Much white space
remains on the
paper.
Annotations
somewhat reflect
the bulleted points
above but at times
seem random. It is
obvious that the
student was
reading at least
some of the poem
actively.

Poems are printed out
and student has
handwritten annotations
on them.
The paper is still
mostly white space,
with very few
annotations.
There may be some
marks on the poems but
they seem random and
do not have ideas with
them.
Annotations seem
random at times and
do not always reflect
the bulleted points in
the instructions. It
appears that the poems
were annotated in a
rush at the last minute.

2018-2019 AP English Literature Summer Work
Assignment #2: Choice Novel
Due: the first day of school
AP English Literature is the critical study of fiction: poetry, prose, novels, and plays. The AP exam
contains three essays, and one of those essays requires you to select a novel of literary merit and write
an essay using that novel on a given topic. Therefore, one major focus of this class will be to read a
wide variety of novels and plays.
Your assignment:
Choose one of the following novels.
The Things They Carried, Tim O’Brien
Slaughterhouse Five, Kurt Vonnegut
1. Read and annotate the novel.
2. Print and handwrite a Major Works Data Sheet (MWDS) for this novel.
• See the example provided.
• Note: the example MWDS included here is for a novel that is roughly 90 pages long. The two
choice books are both a little over 200 pages long each; thus, a one-page plot summary (like
the one included here) will not suffice for either choice text. For each major work we read this
year, a MWDS of between 12 and 15 pages total will be a good length, if your handwriting is of
average size.
• Also note: sign the pledge on the MWDS to indicate that you did not consult outside/internet
sources for any part of your MWDS. Your work should be entirely your own.
3. Use one of the attached essay prompts to fill out page 2 of the MWDS. Follow the example provided
in the sample MWDS.

Prompts for Page Two of Major Works Data Sheet
Directions: Choose one prompt for your novel, and, in response to the prompt, complete the
essay-planning outline on page two of your Major Works Data Sheet.
Slaughterhouse-Five
1991. Many plays and novels use contrasting places (for example, two countries, two cities or
towns, two houses, or the land and the sea) to represent opposed forces or ideas that are central to
the meaning of the work. Choose a novel or play that contrasts two such places. Write an essay
explaining how the places differ, what each place represents, and how their contrast contributes
to the meaning of the work. Avoid mere plot summary.
2004, Form B. The most important themes in literature are sometimes developed in scenes in
which a death or deaths take place. Choose a novel or play and write a well-organized essay in
which you show how a specific death scene helps to illuminate the meaning of the work as a
whole. Avoid mere plot summary.
______________________________________________________________________________
The Things They Carried
2004. Critic Roland Barthes has said, “Literature is the question minus the answer.” Choose a
novel or play, and, considering Barthes’s observation, write an essay in which you analyze a
central question the work raises and the extent to which it offers answers. Explain how the
author’s treatment of this question affects your understanding of the work as a whole. Avoid
mere plot summary.
2009, Form B. Many works of literature deal with political or social issues. Choose a novel or
play that focuses on a political or social issue. Then write an essay in which you analyze how the
author uses literary elements to explore this issue, and explain how the issue contributes to the
meaning of the work as a whole. Do not merely summarize the plot.

Score: ______/50

Major Works Data Sheet – Must be handwritten
Name___________________

I pledge that all work here is my original work, except the pieces that my teacher provided. I did not copy or
paraphrase outside sources or use information written by another.

Sign this Pledge: ____________________
Biographical information about the author: (2 pts.)
Title:___________________________
Author:_________________________
Date of Publication:_______________
Genre: __________________________
Characteristics of Genre:

Write 4 possible themes: complex ideas written in 3rd person. Mention neither the characters nor the
events of the work, and use no clichés. Themes should reflect the variety and the complexity of the
work's ideas. In parentheses, include the prompt year next to each theme you write (12 pts.).
1.
2.
3.
4.

Discuss how the opening scene reflects the
work’s themes: (2 pts.)

Discuss how the closing scene reflects the work’s
themes: (2 pts.)

Major Works Data Sheet

Essay Planning (12 pts.)

Page 2

Prompt Year: _____________________________
Write a thesis statement:

Write a theme that shows the meaning of the work as a whole:

Write a topic sentence that will support your thesis:

Write a specific quotation from the text that supports your topic
sentence (and give page numbers).

Analysis of the quote. How does it show the major themes from
page one of the MWDS? What does it foreshadow, emphasize,
imply, suggest? Write in complete sentences.

Write another topic sentence that will support your thesis:

Write a specific quotation from the text that supports your topic
sentence (and give page numbers).

Analysis of the textual detail or quote – write in complete
sentences.

Write a statement that could conclude your essay: This statement should broaden the perspective, connect to another related idea,
or provide a new epiphany:

Major Works Data Sheet

Character Page (10 pts.)

Page 3

List the Major Characters
Name

Basic Description / Role in
Text

How is this character related
to the major themes of the
work?

Major Works Data Sheet

Plot Summary (10 pts.)

Page 4

Write your plot summary here. Include a description of all major events. Attach additional pages as necessary. A good MWDS
runs between 12 and 15 pages total, if written in normal-sized handwriting.

2018-2019 AP English Literature Summer Work
Assignment #3: Required Novel
Due: the first day of school
For 2018-2019, the required novel is Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein.
Your assignment:
1. Read and annotate the novel. Annotate for theme topics such as: Knowledge, Fate, Justice,
Existence
2. We will have a quiz over this novel the first week of school. You will be asked to identify the
context and importance of several quotations from the novel (in other words, read closely).

2018-2019 AP English Literature Summer Work
Assignment #4: Common Application College Admissions Essay
Due: the first day of school

2018-19 Common Application Essay Prompts
(550-650 words)
1. Some students have a background, identity, interest, or talent that is so
meaningful they believe their application would be incomplete without it. If
this sounds like you, then please share your story.
2. The lessons we take from obstacles we encounter can be fundamental to
later success. Recount a time when you faced a challenge, setback, or failure.
How did it affect you, and what did you learn from the experience?
3. Reflect on a time when you questioned or challenged a belief or idea. What
prompted your thinking? What was the outcome?
4. Describe a problem you've solved or a problem you'd like to solve. It can be
an intellectual challenge, a research query, an ethical dilemma - anything that
is of personal importance, no matter the scale. Explain its significance to you
and what steps you took or could be taken to identify a solution.
5. Discuss an accomplishment, event, or realization that sparked a period of
personal growth and a new understanding of yourself or others.
6. Describe a topic, idea, or concept you find so engaging that it makes you
lose all track of time. Why does it captivate you? What or who do you turn to
when you want to learn more?

